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ABSTRACT

The e+e~-collider facilities at LEP II, with the cm energy /s in

the range 100-170 GeV nay be able to detect "light" Higgs bosons, assuming a.

high luminosity. In this paper, ve have calculated production crosa-sections

of a light Higgs boson K in association with the neutral gauge boson Z ,

for varying ranges of the cm energy expected to be available to LEP II and

VLEEP (Novosibirsk.) and for various values of the light Hlegs mass. It is

found out that production cross-sections are sizeable in comparison with those

for the very massive Higgs bosonB In proton-anti(proton) super-colliders,

Tevatron, SppS and SSC, respectively. The implication of this feature Is

pointed out. Further, prospects for light Hlgga production in association with

the charged gauge boson, W" in ultra energetic neutrino beams are examined.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Standard Model of electroweak interactions of Glashov, Weinberg and

Salam (Glaehov, 196l; Weinberg, 196T; Salam, 1968; Salam and Ward, 1961*) has

been successful in describing weak and electromagnetic phenomena and quantum

chroaodynamles {Politaer, 197>»; Marciano and Pagels, 1978) which 1B now virtually

accepted as the theory of the strong interaction. Thus, all of particle physics

phenomena, including the recent discovery of the vr and Z° bosons (Arnison

et al.; 1983a, 1983b, 1963c; Banner et «!.; 1933; Bagnaia et al.; 1963) fit well

with what has come to be called the Standard Model, a gauge theory based on

SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l). Only one piece in the puzzle is missing - the spin-zero

elementary Higgs boson which is needed by the Standard Model for spontaneous -

symmetry breaking, responsible for the masses for the VT, Z and fermions.

Although the couplings of the Higgs boson to quarks, leptons and the intermediate

charged and neutral gauge bosons are provided by the Standard Electroweak Theory,

the Higgs boson mass is not. It is simply a parameter in the Standard Model that

is entirely unconstrained by present experimental evidence. Theoretical

considerations (Linde, 1976, 1979), however suggest that the Higgs boson mass

2
must exceed h GeV/c and a conditional upper bound on the mass had been derived

(Lee, Quigg and Thacker, 1977a, 1977b; ELlie, 1978, All, 1981; Weinberg, 1976;

Veltman, 1977):

7GeV/C2 <u0 <,TeV/c2

H
(1.1)

A number of problems appears to have been responsible for the delay in the detection

of the Higgs boson in experiments. One of such problems is its mass vhich is

presumed to be very heavy in the range i . j l TeV/c , vith the implication

that detection of the boson could only occur in selected experiments, particularly

those to be conducted at multi-TeV pp and pp colliders (TevatPOD and SSC,

respectively). The two accelerators expected to be turned on in a couple of

years from now (Haber and Kane, 1985) may have a maximum en energy in the range

of 2 and UO TeV, respectively, with luminosities in th« range of 103 - 1031em"2s"1

•aq 2 1

and 10 cm s , respectively. However, in experimental searches for the Higgs

boson, it appears that two categories of the boson are being aimed at, depending

on which appears. One category is a Higgs boson with mass less than that of the

intermediate gauge boson W. Such a Higgs boson is said to be light. The

other category of the boson is presumed to have a mass greater than twice that of

the W-boson. Such a Higgs boson is said to be massive. The conditional upper
bound of

H
< 1 TeV/c on the Higgs boson mass leads naturally to the
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contemplation of this heavy Higgs boson alternative, with a fl J, 2 M̂ . It i s
thought that the pp- and pp- super-colliders will be ideal for the

exploration of these massive Higgs boson, while light Kiggs bosons can be
searched for in the next generation of e e~ colliders, namely, SLC at Stanford,
with cm energy Ss• •» 0.1 TeV (Richter, 1982) and LEP II at CEKM, with
/s * 0.1 - 0.2 TeV {Schopper, 1983). It is being suggested that one may be
able to search for Higgs bosons with masses as large as 100 OeV/c , at LEP II
(Marciano, 1985), via e*e~ •+ Z H°, i f high luminosity is achieved. Higher
energy e%~ - colliders with the cm energy of the order of 2 TeV (SLEEK) is
also being contemplated (Cashmore, 1985). The expectation therefore iB that

2
should Higgs particles exist with mass m Q (or even (n ) < 100 GeV/c , which
correspond to neutral (charged) Higgs, H they will K** be observed at LEP II
(at SLhC, i f the masses are lower). Since the backgrounds are fierce at the
hadron colliders and rateB too low in op-colliders^ LEP II i s being considered as
the best Higgs machine.

With the high prospects for the e+e"-collider faci l i t ies at LEP II and
SLC in view, we have calculated light neutral Higgs boson production cross-sections,
via the interaction

Z H
(1.2)

for varying ranges of the cm energy JE expected to be available to the e e -
machines in the near future, namely, LEP, SLC and VLEEP (Balskin and Shrinsky,
1981) and for various values of light Higgs mass, in readiness for confrontation
with experiment as soon as bean faci l i t ies become available. The calculated
cross-sections are compared with thoee for the production of massive Higgs bosons
in the next generation of proton-anti(proton) colliders. We have also gone
further to look, at the prospects for light Higgs boson associated production in
ultra high energy neutrino beams, via the process

W~H° (1.3)

This process is in a way parallel to (1.2) and may be relevant to the DUMAHD

(Deep Underwater and Muon Neutrino Detector) project whose purpose is the study

of energetic neutrinos produced in the atmosphere by ultra high energy primary

cosmic rays and which subsequently annihilate with atomic electrons in thfe

water detector volume.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec. 2, we obtain and

numerically evaluate production cross-sections. Sec. 3 deals with the summary.

2, CROSS-SECTIONS FOR e V + Z°H° AMD v e~ + W"H°

We refer to Fig. 1 which i s the lowest-order Feynman diagram for
e+e~ •+ Z H , in the Standard Model. Neglecting terms of order o q / r in

0 Z
the Z -propagator, the matrix element gives

_

Evaluating the traces, we obtain

(2.2)

where use has been made of

tie Le - 2X - 1 .

We introduce the following Mandelstam invariants,

B - U ^ k , , ) 2 . ( p 1 + p 2 ) 2 ,

(2.3)

and specify the momenta of the incident and emerging particleB in the cm frame:

fc1 = (k; 0 , , O, -k)

k2 = (kj 0, , 0, k)

p, = (En'j pSin9, 0, pCose)'
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with

- (E^; -pSinG, 0, - P Cos9) , (2.1.)

H

(S -

in [5<° - <
(2.5)

where p la the value of the cm momentum of the emerging Higgs boson or the
Intermediate neutral gauge 'boson. The total crosB-section gives

6ir

From (2.5) , Eq. (2.6) beconeB,

(2.6)

> %
(s-M o)

2 2 2 2 ~PM'o M On z

X (12SH o M^o)

The Process v e~ + W~H

(2.7)

We next consider the above process vhose Feynnan diegram is given in

Fig. 2. Once again neglecting terms of order <L,<L/MU *n the W-propagator,
the matrix element gives

-5-

(2.8)

with

v-A

aa couplings and e 1 ' ^ ) is the W- polarization four-vector

wvH°

(2.9)

The total crosB-sectlon follows readily from (2,5) and (2.9):

ee-+wV) - ^ 5-2-["(—So-«2>a-k-2«2T

+ (s-m -Mf)2 - km2 M 2 ) ) ,

(2.10)

and differs from (2.7) Just by replacing M Q by
constants.

and changing the coupling

Wunerlcal Eatlnatea of Crosa-Sectlone

We now evaluate (2,7) and (2.10) numerically using the following Input

data:
G2 = 5.29 Jt 1O"36 ca2/0eV; H^ 8l.fl ± 3.6 (UA1/UA2);

M « 93.3 ± 2.7 (UA1/UA2); x^ 0.221 (UA1/UA2).
Z ,
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The numerical results of the cross-sections ore presented in TableB 1 and 2.

The cross-sections (2.T) versus the cm energy I'S,.for'fixed m 'a, are .plotted

In Fig, 13 (The cross-sections (2.10) versus

Blzes differing by Bmall amounts).

have the same shapes, the

3. SUMMARY

We have calculated production cross-sections of light Higgs boson H
(m Q < 100 CeV/c ) in association with the neutral gauge boson, Z , via the process
H

with Improved cm energies of up to 0.1 - 0.2 TeV or more, expected to be available
to the next generation of electron-positron colliders such as LEP III and VLEKP.
By way of analogy with the e e~- collider-mode of associated production (of light
Higgs bosons), we have also presented data on the production of the Higgs particles

in a parallel reaction: -,
v e" + M~H
e

which requires ultra high energy neutrinos of the order of laboratory energy

E t10 eV, for a hundred GeV/c boson mass,

v
The following picture appears to have emerged from our numerical data, as

presented in Tables 1 and 2 and in Fig. 3.

In both processes, and for each light Higgs boson mass considered,
maximum cross-Bection is attained at a value of the cm energy quite close to
the threshold value. This behaviour appears to optimize in a remarkable way,

the overall en energy requirement of LEP II , thereby enabling "light" Higgs
2 2

boson mass spectrum of interest: 1 GeV/c < m _ < 100 GeV/c to fall within the
range of the exploration capability ascribed to LEP II . In both processes too,
maximum cross-sections with m̂  up to 75 CeV/c or BO, appear somewhat more
sizeable in comparison with those for the production of massive Higgs bosons in
proton-(anti)proton colliders at multi-TeV cm energies, via gluon-fuBion
mechanism : gg •+ H and HiggB boson formation by a pair of virtual gauge boBons:
qq •* W*(Z )H (Cahn and DawBon, l?i&). This apparent marginality of the equality
of production cross-sections for light and massive Higgs scalar bosons In the
e e~- collider at LEP II and in the pp (pp) super-collider, respectively, may
auggeBt that the physics capabilities of the next generation of the electron-
positron and proton-(anti)proton options are both attractive and somewhat
complementary, and that both categories of accelerators may prove equally relevant
for future searches for a Higgs boson in the widest possible mass spectrum of
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lnterest. However, bringing the experimental backgroHinda which are known to be

fiercer at the hadron colliders than at their^ e e~- counterparts, into the

picture, will most probably t i l t the balance in favour of LEP II as a more (

likely machine to detect a Higgs boson with relative e&Be.

Finally, although the y e - mode of light Higgs boson production yields
slightly larger cross-sections for the same Higgs boson masses and at lower
cm energies, when compared with the electron-positron mode (of production), i t
may not be easily accessible, experimentally, aa truly enormous neutrino energies

16 2
are required (K > 10 eV for a 100-GeV/c boson mass). That takes one into the
realm of cosmic rays where such energetic neutrinos are Indeed expected to be
found. Nevertheless, our computed data on production cross-sections could be
relevant for the project DUMAND whose purpose 1B the study of such ultra-energetic
neutrinos.
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Fig. 1 Lowest-order Feynman diagram for e e~ + Z H , in the Standard Ifodel.

Fig. 2 Lowest-order Feynman diagram for 5 e" + W~H , in the Standard Model.

Fig. 3 a(e+e" + Z°H°) Tersus /st for fixed values of m n .
H

TABLE CAPTIONS

Table 1 Calculated maximum production orosB—sections for e e~ *" Z H , as a

function of the cm energy /s and for fixed masses of light Higgs

boson.

— — — 0
Table 2 Calculated maximum production cross-sections for v e + V H , w

a function of the cm energy

boson.

and for fixed masses of light Klggs
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TABLE 1

V

t!

m

Maximum production cross-sections for e e~ •+ Z H as a function

of the cm ener^ "'s and for fixed li(;ht Higgs boson masses.

(GeV).

o(nb) | oUtO

( V = T), ( .^ -15)

105 U.U x 10 .

115 ! - :5.29 x 10"2

125 _;

130 :

ll*5 ' i

155 \ ,

165 i

175

190

215

o(nb)( v " 2 5 )

I.fl7 x 10"2

\—

t

c(nb)

(m = 30)
H

1.37 x 10~2

<j(nt)

(m = UO)
H

8.12 x 10

u(nte) 1 o(nb)

Cm * 5oj (m 0 » 60)
H ! H

;

5.2 x 10"3;

3.58 x 10"3

t

1

o(nb)

(a - « 75)
H

1.36 x 10"3

a(tib)

(m n = BO)
H

B.I x 10

o(nb)

(m n = 100)
H

-

U.7I4 x 10"

TABLE 2

Ma

(GeV)

90

' 101

I 115
, , ; 12012-

132

11*0

155

170

lfio

201

1.5 x 10"1

-

o(nb)

(a Q = 15)
H

5.It x 10"£

Maximum production cross-sections for v e" + W~
of the cm energy and for fixed l igh t Kigga boson

1.9!t x 10~2

[a = 30)
H

1.1*2 x 10~2

(m = 1*0)

1 3.23 x 10"3

5.5 x 10~3

0
H as a function
masses.

(m = 60)
H

3.6 x 10"3

o(nb)

2.1 x 10"3

(m - = 80)
H

1.7R x 10"3

a(nb)

(m = 100)
H

1.52 x 10"3
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